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Customer Feature
LIB items added by PLL doctors show up as add questions in MD installations but are not sent out as
questions/answers in next PLL message from MD.
[ RENO-16160, Resolved, As an MD responsible doctor, I want to handle a new item from another doctor in an incoming
PLL message ]

A-resept printout has been removed from FM
[ RENO-16133, Resolved, As a doctor, I don't want to print A-resepter ]

Municipality definitions have been updated.
[ RENO-15935 (Support 509967), Resolved, Update the list of kommuner in FM ]

In organization configuration view when selecting certificates the available certificates are now filtered
correctly by issuers. In addition there is a new checkbox to remove any issuer filtering for both
certification selectors.
[ RENO-15851, Resolved, Support for Commfides organization certificates is not working ]

"LIB" changed to "MD/PLL" in a few places
[ RENO-15818 (215192), Resolved, Update text in the Link window to refer to "PLL" instead of "LIB" ]

Feature
When a "multidoseansvarlig" doctor answers questions from pharmacy for an item that has a stop date
in the future the date is shown after the doctors reply is registered.
[ RENO-15677, Resolved, As a MD-responsible doctor i want to see if prescription from M25.1 has a seponeringsdato in
the future ]

Customer Defect
When updating personal identification numbers via EPJ the numbers should now get updated
immediately and not require closing and opening the client again.
[ RENO-16221, Resolved, RE: Mulig FM Bug - DNR blir ikke oppdatert ved endring DNR -> f-dato -> DNR ]

Fixed log file time strings to use 24 hour clock instead of 12.
[ RENO-16139, Resolved, CLONE - CLONE (4.8) - Query timeout when running the export ]

Fixed log file time strings to use 24 hour clock instead of 12.
[ RENO-16138, Resolved, CLONE (4.8) - Query timeout when running the export ]

When updating a local item in "samstemming" with an external item without a "resept id" the equal sign
shown as it should.
[ RENO-16078 (225351), Resolved, VS: 225351 - Missing "=" in samstemming after updating supplement prescriptions ]

In "samstemming" window, items now show with the "not in RF" icon if the items are of the type
"Eresept" in the PLL message but missing from other RF messages.
[ RENO-16021 (224827), Resolved, VS: 224827 - Stopped prescription from MD doctor doesn`t show the status "not in
RF" when local doctor opens "samstemming" day 1 after stop date. ]

Correction of missalignments in AK journal views.
[ RENO-15986, Resolved, Alignment of columns in AK journal is sometimes wrong ]

Search preferences in search window are now also saved when user cancels out of search.
[ RENO-15928, Resolved, Medication type filters in the search window are not saved if search is cancelled ]

Label in AK dosing view in the prescription view was missing dots from some dates. This has now been
fixed.

[ RENO-15926 (219711), Resolved, VS: 219711 - AK-journal with unspecified dosing and seponationdate is missing a dot
in the from/to date ]

Source values ("kilde") for items in AF grid now include RF, EPJ, Utl, KJ and Ukjent.
[ RENO-15920 (Support 511089), Resolved, Wrong "source" for prescriptions imported from EPJ ]

When AK journal has "?" in dosing, the stop date selector becomes disabled and clears.
[ RENO-15910 (219428), Resolved, VS: 219428 - A reg with AK-journal and "?" in dosing. Seponation date will override
the date for the first "?" ]

2Id changed to 2ld.
[ RENO-15888, Resolved, Wrong rate ("takst") id used for medication review ]

When a user selects to postpone filling out the "Driftsleverandør" the reminder is not shown again for
that particular user again in seven days.
[ RENO-15841 (215685), Resolved, VS: 215685 - «Reminder no show» - user has pressed postpone but the reminder
pops up after an hour. ]

Importing paper delivery in "fastlege" installation should default the prescription view to "eRp/uRp" and
not "Reg" like in other cases.
[ RENO-15274 (202069), Resolved, VS: 202069 - Importing M8 in a Fastlege installation should default to eRp/uRp but
not Reg ]

Defect
Validation for H-resept refusjons availability in the prescription view has been fixed to allow H-resept
selection when one of the codes for the medication is for H-resepter and all the required conditions are
met instead of requiring all codes to be on H-resepter.
[ RENO-16235, Resolved, Cannot prescribe H-resept when the medication has other refusjonsgruppe(s) ]

Fixed a problem in the LesVarerIBruk EPJ API method when querying VIB for a time period. In some
cases, an e-resept that was renewed within the given period would not be included in the results.
[ RENO-16206, Resolved, Missing prescription from LesVarerIBruk results ]

Midwifes, "helsesøstre" and dentists can send own prescriptions in "multidose ansvarlige" installations.
Even if there is a pending PLL message, which will get sent when a user with PLL privileges sends.
[ RENO-16144, Resolved, A THJ user is not able to send loose resept in an MD installation ]

When the simple dosing grid is cleared in the prescription view, related dssn text and short dosing are
clear with it.
[ RENO-15971, Resolved, Registering 0 in simple structured dosing does not update the dssn text ]

If a prescription with a reference number associated with it is renewed, the reference number will be
included in RF queries until the prescription isn't returned any more in RF query replies.
[ RENO-15934, Resolved, Old ref. numbers on renewed locked resepter are not sent out in M9.5 ]

The FM now fills in missing DN value for HPR numbers if detectable as such.
[ RENO-15929, Resolved, M25.1 fails against RF due to missing DN value for healthcare person ]

Work Request
Help file updated to reflect changes in version 4.8 (English text only)
[ RENO-16130, Resolved, CLONE (4.8.1) - Update help file ]

Epic
RFC#61 implemented as described in the document "RFC#61 - Export of FM data for Helseplattformen"
[ RENO-16132, Resolved, RFC#61 - Export of FM data for Helseplattformen ]

